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"If you want the truth the anti–gunners don't want you to know…you need a copy of The Bias Against Guns" —Sean Hannity of Fox News
Channel's Hannity & Colmes
From gang- and drug-related shootings to mass shootings in schools, shopping centers, and movie theatres, reports of gun crimes fill the
headlines of newspapers and nightly news programs. At the same time, a different kind of headline has captured public attention: a steady
surge in pro-gun sentiment among Americans. In Citizen-Protectors, Jennifer Carlson offers a compelling portrait of gun carriers, shedding
light on Americans' complex relationship with guns. Delving headlong into the world of guns, Carlson participated in firearms training classes,
attending pro-gun events, and carried a firearm herself. Through these experiences, she explores the role guns play in the lives of Americans
who carry them and shows how, against a backdrop of economic insecurity and social instability, gun carrying becomes a means of being a
good citizen. A much-needed counterpoint to the rhetorical battles over gun control, Citizen-Protectors is a captivating and revealing look at
gun culture in America, and a must-read for anyone with a stake in this heated debate.
NSCA’s Essentials of Tactical Strength and Conditioning is the ideal preparatory guide for those seeking TSAC-F certification. The book is
also a great reference for fitness trainers who work with tactical populations such as military, law enforcement, and fire and rescue personnel.
"A funny, raucous, eye-opening, wholly non-partisan trip in search of Americans who love their guns"--

This book is a comprehensive guide to the carry and transport laws for firearms in the United States. Updated for 2021, coverage
includes concealed carry reciprocity, vehicle carry, open carry as well as gun carry rules for areas such as hotels, schools,
colleges, parks and much more.
Concealed Carry and Home Defense Fundamentals is a comprehensive guide for anyone considering owning or carrying a firearm
for self defense. The book is a complete guide to understanding conflict avoidance & situational awareness; handgun & shotgun
basics; shooting fundamentals; the physiology of violent encounters; the legal aspects of using deadly force (including knowing
what to do in the aftermath); and a complete guide on gear, gadgets, and ongoing training.
The dangerous legal loopholes facing an innocent person after a self-defense shooting are described, with solutions proposed.
Calling 911 after surviving a criminal assault negates your right to remain silent, your right to have an attorney present during
questioning, and compromises your 5th Amendment guarantee against self incrimination, all into a police voice recorder while
you¿re still traumatized and shaking from adrenaline. Proposed solutions include changes to law and criminal procedure,
suggested behavior on the phone at the scene, and the model used by police after an officer-involved shooting, along with the
controversial ¿Adnarim¿ statement.
The growing concern over the number of accidental firearm shootings, especially those involving children, prompted passage of
the initial handgun safety law which went into effect in 1994. The stated intent of the California Legislature in enacting the current
FSC law is for persons who obtain firearms to have a basic familiarity with those firearms, including, but not limited to, the safe
handling and storage of those firearms. The statutory authority for this program is contained in Penal Code sections 26840 and
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31610 through 31700. These statutes mandate DOJ to develop, implement and maintain the FSC Program. Pursuant to Penal
Code section 26840, a firearms dealer cannot deliver a firearm unless the person receiving the firearm presents a valid FSC,
which is obtained by passing a written test on firearm safety. Prior to taking delivery of a firearm from a licensed firearms dealer,
the purchaser/recipient must also successfully perform a safe handling demonstration with that firearm..

When it comes to writing weapons, most authors shoot from the hip--and miss. The Writer's Guide to Weapons will help
you hit your target every time. Firearms and knives have starring roles in a wide range of genres--crime, thriller, war,
mystery, Western, and more. Unfortunately, many depictions of weapons in novels and film are pure fiction. Knowing the
difference between a shotshell and a slug, a pistol and a revolver, or a switchblade and a butterfly knife is essential for
imbuing your story with authenticity--and gaining popularity with discerning readers. Inside you'll find: • An in-depth look
at the basics of firearms and knives: how they work, why they work, what they look like, and how to depict them
accurately in your stories. • The biggest weapons myths in fiction, TV, and film. • A surefire guide for choosing the
correct weapon for your characters, no matter their skill level, strength, or background. • A review of major gun and knife
laws, weapons safety tips,and common police tactics. • "The Hit List," showcasing the most popular weapons for spies,
detectives, gunslingers, gangsters, military characters, and more. • Examples highlighting inaccurate vs. accurate
weapons depictions. • An insightful foreword by David Morrell, the award-winning creator of Rambo. Equal parts
accessible, humorous, and practical, The Writer's Guide to Weapons is the one resource you need to incorporate
firearms and knives into your fiction like a seasoned professional.
"If you have to fight...fight like a cornered cat." --Cover.
The NRA steadfastly maintains that the 30,000 gun-related deaths and 300,000 assaults with firearms in the United
States every year are a small price to pay to guarantee freedom. As former NRA President Charlton Heston put it,
"freedom isn't free." And when gun enthusiasts talk about Constitutional liberties guaranteed by the Second Amendment,
they are referring to freedom in a general sense, but they also have something more specific in mind---freedom from
government oppression. They argue that the only way to keep federal authority in check is to arm individual citizens who
can, if necessary, defend themselves from an aggressive government. In the past decade, this view of the proper
relationship between government and individual rights and the insistence on a role for private violence in a democracy
has been co-opted by the conservative movement. As a result, it has spread beyond extreme "militia" groups to influence
state and national policy. In Guns, Democracy, and the Insurrectionist Idea, Josh Horwitz and Casey Anderson reveal
that the proponents of this view base their argument on a deliberate misreading of history. The Insurrectionist myth has
been forged by twisting the facts of the American Revolution and the founding of the United States, the denial of civil
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rights to African-Americans after the Civil War, and the rise of the Third Reich under Adolf Hitler. Here, Horwitz and
Anderson set the record straight. Then, challenging the proposition that more guns equal more freedom, they expose
Insurrectionism---not government oppression---as the true threat to freedom in the U.S. today. Joshua Horwitz received a
law degree from George Washington University and is currently a visiting scholar at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg
School of Public Health. He is Executive Director of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence and the Educational Fund to Stop
Gun Violence. He has spent nearly two decades working on gun violence prevention issues. He lives in Arlington,
Virginia. Casey Anderson holds a law degree from Georgetown University and is currently a lawyer in private practice in
Washington, D.C. He has served in senior staff positions with the U.S. Congress, the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, and
Americans for Gun Safety. He lives in Arlington, Virginia.
This excerpt from the “masterful, timely, data-driven” study of the gun control debate examines the potential of stronger
purchasing laws (Choice). As the debate on gun control continues, evidence-based research is needed to answer a
crucial question: How do we reduce gun violence? One of the biggest gun policy reforms under consideration is the
regulation of firearm sales and stopping the diversion of guns to criminals. This selection from the major anthology of
studies Reducing Gun Violence in America presents compelling evidence that stronger purchasing laws and better
enforcement of these laws result in lower gun violence. Additional material for this edition includes an introduction by
Michael R. Bloomberg and Consensus Recommendations for Reforms to Federal Gun Policies from the Johns Hopkins
University.
The book includes an analysis of the constitutionality of many recommended policies and data from a national public opinion poll that reflects
support among the majority of Americans—including gun owners—for stronger gun policies.
Gun Laws by State - 2014 EditionReciprocity and Gun Laws Quick Reference GuideLegally Armed Tennessee Handgun Permit Travel
GuideGene KennedyAfter You ShootYour Gun's Hot. the Perp's Not. Now What?
This edition of Importing Into the United States contains material pursuant to the Trade Act of 2002 and the Customs Modernization Act,
commonly referred to as the Mod Act. Importing Into the United States provides wide-ranging information about the importing process and
import requirements. We have made every effort to include essential requirements, but it is not possible for a book this size to cover all import
laws and regulations. Also, this publication does not supersede or modify any provision of those laws and regulations. Legislative and
administrative changes are always under consideration and can occur at any time. Quota limitations on commodities are also subject to
change. Therefore, reliance solely on the information in this book may not meet the "reasonable care" standard required of importers.
Timely because more states continue to pass concealed-carry legislation, this comprehensive handbook contains information on current state
regulations, beginning and advanced shooting instruction, and updated safety advice. This guide covers everything needed to understand
these subjects and offers tips on the importance of self-protection, selecting and buying a handgun, and methods of concealing weapons. In
light of the current problem of violence in schools, this edition also offers detailed instruction on how to avoid all violent encounters.
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Information on the mental ramifications of self-defense is included as are actual stories of incidents of concealed-carry self-defense.
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